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ROSE BOWL ADJUDICATION 
 
Name of Company: THE KELVIN PLAYERS THEATRE COMPANY 
 
Name of Production: ‘GOING POSTAL’ 
  
Venue:   The Kelvin Studios, Bristol 
 
Date:    7.30pm, Thursday 13th December 2018 
 
Adjudicator:   Caroline Joy 
 
 
 
Kelvin Players are well-known for putting on diverse and risk-taking plays. Personally not 

one for Terry Pratchett novels or so I thought, I came to the production open-minded.  Well, 

one had to be as Discworld is a fantasy land riding on the back of a space-faring turtle 

A’Tuin.  However, Kelvin have a good ensemble cast and, having seen quite a few of their 

productions, one starts to see some familiar faces.  The production was more than a full 

house with clearly many Discworld fans in attendance.  I quickly caught up by reading the 

imaginative programme designed by Elizabeth Cleverdon and articles by cast and crew!  My 

only gripe was that the tightly packed seating became increasingly uncomfortable towards 

the end of the production.   

Director Tim Whitten, assisted by Anna Freire Camacho, had done a great job of casting, 

and this production of the stage adaptation by Stephen Briggs was superbly realised by Tim. 

The performance emphasised Pratchett’s razor-sharp dialogue, with comic timing, clever 

blocking on a thrust style stage, surrounded on two sides by the audience for effective 

actor-audience contact, creative use of entrances and exits, stage business and strong 

modulation, diction and projection, with energy levels high.  Direction was tight, utilising the 

impressive set to its full potential. We had complex characters, superb running narratives 

and subtle witticisms.  Song selections and musical interludes were spot on and blackouts 
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lasted no more than a few seconds, keeping up the pace, with help from the stage hands 

Sharon, Satadru, Tessa, Simon and Joe.   

There was so much attention to detail, from the set (was that Gaspode as we entered?), the 

storyline, the attitudes, appearances and mannerisms of the characters, especially Stanley 

delivering the tea in the style of Mrs Overall, and mail bag fight scene, which was full of 

suspense and thrills, to the general hullabaloo of the Victorianesque Ankh-Morpork, full of 

life and the hustle and bustle of the city and the interactive crowds.  This adaptation was 

lively, spirited, thorough and fervent, set in a world where anything is possible, our own 

society was often reflected through the eyes of these interesting characters.  

The story in Going Postal has a lot going on, and it is very long!   Most of the dialogue is 

taken up by details of the plot and the parallels with our own time were clear, however in 

this story the endearing antihero succeeds. The story is linear so there wasn’t much in the 

way of subplot that could have been cut, and if there had it would not have made sense. 

This means that by the time we came to the intermission one wondered how they were 

going to fit all the story in. However, the second half did successfully condense a lot of the 

story. The fire, the gift of the gods and the race were all dealt with, and it finished with a 

firm conclusion.   

Costumes, props (Stage Manager Kate Buchan), make-up, special effects and sound (Mat 

Rees) were excellent. This production was truly an artform and the set, SFX and lighting 

enhanced the wordy script with an exciting, magical and other worldly yet familiar set, from 

the Post Office building façade, the Pin Exchange, the operational clacks system, the piled-

up mail covering some the of boarded up window arches and the studios’ other old chapel 

window arches, framed the various views of Ankh-Morpork. These sets were constructed 

and painted by Dean Bentley-Hawkins, Neil Bonnett, Adam Church, Rosie Closs, Charlotte 

Cox, Steve Dale, Rebecca Down, Sharon Dudbridge, Susan Howe, Rhona Jamieson, Phil 

Joyner, Natalie Ling, Mike Luckett, Satadru Mukherjee, Richard Newman, Andy Payne, 

Abigail Rees, Florence Rees, and Mat Rees, managed by Dominick Fanning, with depth and 

perspective, under the direction of Designer and Scenic Artist Bronwen Grover, capturing 

Pratchett’s vision, giving a fantasy Dickensian feel to the production.   

There was a good saturation of lighting (Barney Picton and Richard Newman) on stage, and 

clever use of gobos that changed to emphasise mood, atmosphere, location and time. The 

use of the cold blues to the intense reds, and the pagan green LED’s that shone down on the 

initiation scene, the pink and amber hues during the comedic moments to the yellow hues 

of the internal scenes at the post office, that lit areas of the stage to create some wonderful 

shadows, highlighting that there were secrets lurking.   All of it was magnificent in its 

conception.   

The Victorian inspired fantastical costumes and hairstyles by Chrissy Fryers and Jacqs 

Graham were colourful, beautiful, with attention to detail, giving a mystical twist to the 
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traditional attire and fitted well, as were the robes and the sausage loving Crocodile 

Goddess’ attire and head piece, emphasising the characterisation of the wearer.  I am 

always excited to see what Chrissy designs next and her talents are exemplary. 

Individual Performances 

Alex Heath made a brilliant Albert Spangler, better known as Moist Von Lipwig.  Alex had 

immense stage presence and was a strong lead, energetic and sharp-witted with shades of 

Simon Pegg, basking in the action going on around him. Every action and reaction had 

purpose and intention and was performed with spontaneity.  His modulation was superb, as 

was his use to pauses to comic effect. He was ably supported by some very fine 

performances. 

Natalie King was channelling Lauren Bacall in a femme fatale role, as chain smoking 

businesswoman and object of Lipwig’s affections, Adora Belle Dearheart, the principled and 

frank speaking Golem-rights-activist. Her begrudging chemistry with Alex was great, and she 

made the character her own, with some wonderful dead pan deliveries, sarcastic sense of 

humour and nonverbal reactions as she became exasperated by those around her.   

Mike Luckett is an extremely versatile, and wonderful character actor.  Mike stole the show 

in the role of ‘aged’ Junior Postmaster Tolliver Groat which was made for him. His total 

commitment to the role, his superb comic timing and his well-matched body language, facial 

expressions and gesticulations were perfect, unlike Groats awful wig, which proved a 

wonderful comedy device when he took his hat off! 

Nico Smith captured the obsessive pin collecting “pinhead” Stanley Howler perfectly who 

was simply bursting with occasional, slightly unhinged excitement and enthusiasm, both in 

voice and mannerisms. His “little moments” were beautifully realised and the whole 

atmosphere really did change for a split second until he was soothed again. It was lovely to 

see him mature when stamps entered his life and gave him a purpose when he was made 

“Head of Stamps” at the Post Office. 

Austere Lord Havelock Vertinari was well performed by Richard Hill.  He had the menacing 

look and mannerisms, with a great deal of dialogue to get through, which he delivered with 

authority, with breath taking pauses, which were used to contemplate his next move and his 

projection was spot on.  Richard gave Vetinari a human, yet mercilessly capable air.  

Mike Jessup played the villainous and corrupt eye patch wearing antagonist Reacher Gilt, 

and was genuinely terrifying, in his delivery and deliberately slow-moving body language, 

always sly and scheming.  Mike knew what the role demanded and he delivered. 

Reacher’s cronies made for a commendable Commedia dell’ Arte style troupe. 

Elizabeth Cleverdon was perfect as the spiky journalist Sacharissa Cripslock and 

unrecognisable as Big Dave. 
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Jonny Wilkinson was just brilliant as Mr Pump and Anghammarad, the Golems.  The 

costume used for both, courtesy of Animystic Productions was mind-blowing and 

unexpected. The red glowing eyes and mouth by Alec MacKendrick gave life to them, and 

we felt that we were looking at ancient beings.  Jonny not only is a proficient physical actor, 

but clearly drew on his classical training to project that wonderful deep, mystical voice from 

within.  Both Mr Pump and Anghammarad truly pulled on the heart strings.   

Emily Butler (Rowena Drumknott, Sane Alex, The Deaconess of Offler and Letter#3), Adam 

Healey (George Pony, a scary and malevolent Mr Gryle, the Banshee and Young Mr Parker), 

Jenny Hills (Mr Greeyham, another interesting and funny character Retired Senior Postman 

George Aggy and Mr Wilkinson), Alex Needham (very expressive  as Harry, Mustrum 

Ridcully, Mr Spools and a very funny Igor), Pat Needham (Mad Al, Old Mr Parker, Stowley, 

and Young Mrs Parker, Gemma Rogan (Miss Maccalariat (a very amusing entrance into the 

burning Post Office), Voice of the Poet, Robed Man with Boots, Ponder Stibbons and Pin 

Customer), Michael Shah (Bill (wonderful deep voice and comic delivery), Trooper, a 

disturbing Mr Slant the wheezing Zombie and Letter #1), Joe de Silva (the indulgent and 

ultimately stupid Crispin Horsefry, Devious Collabone, Nutmeg and Letter #2).   

Double-act Emily Butler and Pat Needham were great fun as Sane Alex and Mad Al, with 

some excellent repartee. 

The cast portrayed their characters with depth, giving them a back story, through their 

behaviour and reactions, especially Emily Butler’s Drumknott who kept giving subtle hints at 

her immense intelligence and capabilities.  All cast members rattled off the complex 

dialogue with apparent ease – amazing! 

This was a fabulous, funny and thought-provoking evening’s entertainment. 

 

Many thanks for your kind hospitality and I hope to see you again in the future. 

 
 
 


